
THE ARCHIVE OF EUPHRON

Abstract: Reedition of a papyrus letter belonging to an archive from the
Cynopolite nome in Middle Egypt and dating from the second century BC.
The writer of the letter is called Pasinous, a rare Greek name typical
of Crete.

In AncSoc 20 (1989), p. 133-145, P.J. Sijpesteijn and A.E. Hanson pub-
lished three fragmentary letters from the Princeton collection, addressed
to a certain Euphron. The letters are palaeographically dated to the first
half of the 2nd century BC and make mention of the Cynopolite nome
and of a revolt. They were included in SB XX 14184-141861.

The editors did not draw attention to P. Princ. II 19, another letter to
Euphron in the same collection. Like the other three it was bought in Egypt
in the 1920s by R. Garrett. Like SB XX 14184 and 14185 it is written
against the fibres in a careful official hand. It is very tempting to attribute
this letter to the same ‘archive’ as the other three, even though its contents
are private, rather than official. If this is true P. Princ. II 19 should not
be attributed to the Fayum, but to the Cynopolite or Hermopolite nome and
the place name in l. 2 should be supplemented not to eîv ˆAlab[anqída],
but rather to eîv ˆAlab[ástrwn pólin], a well-known place on the East
bank of the Nile in the Cynopolites or Hermopolites2.

The name of the author of P. Princ. II 19 was read by the editor as
Pamnouv. For this very rare name, apparently Egyptian, only two paral-
lels can be adduced. In P. Bad. IV 106 l. 2 the reading Pamnoutov has
recently been corrrected by J. Cowey into Pamontexusiov3. The graf-
fito SB I 4068, transcribed by F. Preisigke from the facsimiles in Lepsius4,

1 In SB XX 14185 kataskeuásqai is a typo for kataskeuásasqai, which is clearly
there on the plate in the ed. princ. In SB XX 14186 kaì Pag¬n[iv] should be read instead
of toÕ Pag¬n[iv]. The first error is due to the editors, the second to the Sammelbuch. In the
lacuna of SB XX 14186 l. 4 stood no doubt a toponym, e.g. t¬n [âpò ¨AkÉriov póle]wv
toÕ Kunopolítou.

2 Cf. M. DREW-BEAR, Le nome hermopolite. Toponymes et sites (Amer. Stud. Pap., 21),
Missoula 1979, p. 56-61; three texts from Alabastrine were published later by T. GAGOS

& P. VAN MINNEN, JRA 5 (1992), p. 186-202.
3 I thank James Cowey for this information. The text will be republished by Cowey 

in a forthcoming volume of Heidelberg ostraca. There is a plate online at http://www.
rzuser.uni-heidelberg.de/~gv0/Papyri/VBP_IV/106/VBP_IV_106.html.

4 R. LEPSIUS, Denkmäler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien VI, Berlin s.d. (repr. Genève
1973), pl. 82 no. 187 (not a real handcopy, but printed in capitals).



was not included in the reedition of the Gebel Silsile graffiti by Preisigke
and Spiegelberg5 and is therefore apparently lost now. The reading there
should be considered doubtful at least. A glance at the excellent plates on
the APIS site of Princeton (http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/apis/
apis?mode=item&key=princeton.apis.p428) shows that in P. Princ. II 19
the letter which was read as my is slightly damaged, and that the remain-
ing traces correspond better to Pasinouv.

The name Pasinous is attested in Egypt, though the attestations in fact
cover two different names.

An Egyptian name Pasinous is attested in Elephantine. Pasinous son of
Petorzmetis pays different taxes at the time of Nero and Vespasian (SB I
1929-1932; O. Erem. 1).

A Greek name Pasinous is mainly attested in the Hermopolite nome.
In the Ptolemaic period Pasinous is an eponymous officer in BGU VI
1258A l. 16 (153/152 or 143/142 BC) and I. Hermop. 4 l. 1576. Though
the Prosopographia Ptolemaica lists these as two individuals in II 1971
and 1972, E. Van ’t Dack suggested that they were a single person7. The
name recurs a few times in the Roman period (P. Lond. III 1159 l. 86:
Besas son of Dionysios son of Pasinoos) and even continues as a toponym
into the Arab period (a topos Pasinou in P. Lond. IV 1419 passim).

As eponymous officers are usually mentioned in the genitive preceded by
t¬n, the name of Pasinous appears as Pasinou in BGU VI 1258A and
I. Herm. 4 l. 157. This has led to some confusion. The editors reconstructed
a nominative Pasínjv, and this form is also accepted in the Prosopographia
Ptolemaica II 1971-2. A Persian connection has even been suggested;
Pasines would then be a variant of the better attested Spasines/Hyspasines8.
Foraboschi, Onomasticon alterum, p. 237 reconstructs a nominative Pasi-
nov. But P. Lond. III 1159 l. 86 (gen. Pasinóou) and the Princeton text
show that Pasínouv is in fact the contracted form of Greek Pasínoov.

In the inscriptions from mainland Greece Pasínoov / Pasínouv is a
typically Cretan name9, found almost exclusively in the city of Polyrhenia,
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5 F. PREISIGKE – W. SPIEGELBERG, Aegyptische und griechische Inschriften aus den
Steinbrüchen des Gebel Silsile, Strassburg 1915.

6 For the date of this inscription, see below.
7 Ptolemaica Selecta (Studia Hellenistica, 29], Leuven 1988, p. 112.
8 See e.g. E. BERNAND, I. Herm., p. 34; F. HUYSE, Iranisches Personennamenbuch, V.

Iranische Namen in Nebenüberlieferungen indogermanischer Sprachen, Faszikel 6a. Irani-
sche Namen in den griechischen Dokumenten Ägyptens, Wien 1990, no. 96.

9 F. BECHTEL, Die historischen Personennamen des griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit,
Halle 1917, p. 337, knows only the feminine form Pasinóa (Tegea; 2nd cent. AD).



see I. Cret. II XXIII 22 C l. 8; 46 l. 2 and 3; 49 l. 1 = SEG XLVIII 1225;
53G l. 1; 54 l. 1 and BCH 45 (1921), p. 19, col. III 103, for a theorodochos
of the Delphian theoroi in Polyrhenia). No doubt the double o-mikron or
the diphtong ou should also be supplied in IG VII 307, where the new edi-
tion by Petrakos10 reads Pa[s]in[ov] (l. 2) and Pa[sino]n (l. 4), respec-
tively. It can hardly be accidental that the eponymous officer Pasinous
functions side by side with Dryton, another Cretan11. He may even have
been a son of Dryton’s, since another couple Dryton & Dryton, function-
ing about the same time, were almost certainly father and son.

The name of the general who according to Isocrates XIX 18 conquered
Paros is usually read as Pas⁄nov by the editors, following two manus-
cipts G (corr.) and E. All other manuscripts, however, have p¢sin, oÃv.
This is clearly the original reading of the uncial manuscripts: though the
copyists did not recognise the rare name Pasinous, they faithfully tran-
scribed the letters in their Vorlage, making an error of word division and
accentuation, which led to a nonsensical text. The copyists of G and E
realised that a personal name was meant and erroneously fabricated a
new name Pas⁄nov12. The error is already found in the ancient lexicon
of Harpocrates13. The exact reading was presented by B. Coraes14, but
not accepted by any editor. The name of the general suggests he is not
an Athenian, as was suggested by Rubensohn15, but a Cretan.

If Pasinous in P. Princ. II 19 is identical with the eponymous officer
of that name, this may explain the familiarity with which he addresses
Euphron. Both were probably members of the local elite: Euphron
belonged to the leading local family of Hakoris son of Hergeus and father
of Euphron16. He may have been the very son who got himself into trou-
ble in 168, but was granted amnesty because of the good services of his
father Hakoris (P. Köln IV 186). The present dossier bears no dates and
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10 B. PETRAKOS, Oi epigraphes tou Oropou, Athens 1997, p. 147-148 no. 200.
11 For Dryton as a typically Cretan name, see O. MASSON, Onomastica Graeca Selecta

I, Paris 1990, p. 36-37.
12 The very rare proper name Pasinos seems to be attested in Hellenistic Epidauros and

Roman Sparta; cf. P.M. FRASER, A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names IIIA, Oxford 1997,
p. 355.

13 Cf. the critical apparatus of the recent Teubner edition by B. MANDILARAS, vol. III,
Leipzig-München 2003, p. 186.

14 Isocrates edition of 1807, see B. MANDILARAS, Isocrates. Opera omnia I, Leipzig
2003, p. 112 no. 164.

15 O. RUBENSOHN, RE XVIII (1949), col. 1817.
16 For this family, see W. CLARYSSE, Hakoris, an Egyptian Nobleman and his Family,

AncSoc 22 (1991), p. 235-243.



the writing points to the first half of the second century. If the above iden-
tifications are correct, a date about 160-150 BC may be suggested. This is
not contradicted by the mention of revoltees (apostatai) in SB XX 14186.
It would imply, however, an earlier dating for I. Herm. 4: this inscription,
which mentions a detachment headed by Pasinous and Dryton (l. 157), is
usually dated to the late 2nd century BC, but since this dating is based on
palaeographical arguments17, an earlier date does not seem impossible.

Since we have corrected the readings of the editio princeps on several
points, we offer here a new text of the letter. The editor thinks that only
a few signs are lost at the end of the lines, but this is unlikely. The text
is written against the fibres and in this type of letters the whole width of
the roll is used, which is normally 30-32 cm. Since 22.5 cm are preserved,
about one-third of the text or 14 letters are missing. This corresponds to
our supplement in l. 2.

Pasínouv E∆froni xaírein. Kaqót[i k]aì pa[rónti soi … … .]
metédwka üpèr toÕ pémcai moi ploiárion eîv ˆAlab[ástrwn

pólin …..]
ânakomis[q]ßsomai êgÑ kaì ™ âdelf® `kaì ™ pa⁄[v] ´. Xáriv .[…

… … …]
si. Dòv dé mo[i] kaì skjn®n sakkínjn tríklinon .[… … …

…]mjménj
5 T®n dè tim®n diasáfjson ºpwv êzaposteílw soi . k[… … …

…]
sit.[

ˆApéxei dè kaì ˆApollódwrov t®n tim®n t±v píssjv êk. .[… …
… …]

In the margin to the left of P. Princ. II 19 is a note in a more cursive hand.
This note was probably not written by the sender, but by the addressee.
In fact it probably contains a first draft of the answer to the request by Pasi-
nous to have a boat at his disposal. Sometimes the answer to a letter was
drafted on the back (e.g. P. Köln VI 342), but a first draft could also be
written in the margin. The first line is nearly completely lost except for
the last two letters, which the editor rightly read as i”j i.e. the 18th day of
the month. For the next lines I propose the following tentative reading:

d. . [. .]. . i”j
apetr[.]. i
pemfq±(nai)
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17 See the note by E. BERNAND at the bottom of I. Herm., p. 24 n. 39.



10 tò pl[oiário]n
t±i i”q [e]îv k“
†mˆ ™mérai

Pasinous greets Euphron. 
As [I told you in your presence (?)] I have reported (?) about sending
me a ship to Alab[astron polis, by which (?) ] I will be brought back
with my sister and the child. Thanks [ - - - ]. Give me also a three-
couched cloth cabin [ - - ]. Tell me the price so that I can send out to
you - - [ - - ]. Apollodoros has also received the price of the pitch from
[ - - ]
note in the margin: 
[ - - ] on the 18th [I have ordered (?) that] the boat (?) should be sent
(in the night) from the 19th to the 20th at dawn.

1. For the expression kaì parónti soi, see e.g. P. Lille I 12 l. 1:
ˆEmnßsqjn soi kaì parónti perì t¬n r (ârour¬n), PCZ V 59817: kaì
parónti soi ênefaníhomen and SB I 4303 l. 1: kaì parónti soi
êmnßsqjn.

2. metadídwmi must here have the meaning ‘to report’, as in UPZ I 42
l. 26 (perì ëkástwn metédwkamen), P. Oxy. XLIX 3471 l. 10 (metadí-
dwmi ºpwv eîd±te) and O. Claud. I 126 l. 2.

2-3. The future tense ânakomisqßsomai does not allow to supple-
ment [ºpwv] in l. 2 and to interpret this as a sentence of purpose.

3. The sequence âdelf® kaì paidía suggests ‘wife and children’, but
this use of âdelfß is Roman, not Ptolemaic. The earliest example is
BGU IV 1203 l. 8 (29 BC). For that reason we have preferred to take the
expression here at face value.

4. The feminine ending [- - ]mjménj suggests that a woman is men-
tioned in the lost end of l. 4; [gega]mjménj ‘just married’ is just one of
many possibilities.

5. êzapostéllw is mostly used for persons, but sometimes also for
things, e.g. PCZ I 59073 l. 7. A skjn® tetráklinov Æ pentáklinov is
asked for in PSI V 533, again in combination with boats and in a context
suggesting a luxurious lifestyle. E.S. MACCARTNEY, CPh 29 (1934), p. 30-
35, quotes several examples of luxury boat cabins with three or more
couches. Here the cabin is made of cloth and therefore temporary; for
skjnß as a boat cabin, see L. CASSON, Ships and Seamanship in the
Ancient World, Princeton 1986, p. 165, and BGU XVI 2661.

11. To indicate the night between two days, Greek papyri use either a
circumscription such as t±i nuktì t±i feroúsji eîv t®n k”ˇ toÕ Fawfí
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(e.g. P. Tebt. I 54; BGU VI 1252 l. 13; SB IV 7351 l. 7, X 10290 l. 9,
XIV 12089 l. 3) or abbreviated expressions, e.g. FarmoÕqi k”a eîv t®n
k”b (similarly UPZ I 78.2; 81 II l. 2), t±i nuktì t±v i“ eîv t®n i”a (BGU I
46 l. 7; P. Tebt. III 796 l. 3; P. Würzburg 5 l. 4), nuktòv t±i k”h??? eîv
t®n k”j (P. Petrie III 28e l. 5); cf. E. MAYSER, Grammatik der griechi-
schen Papyri aus der Ptolemäerzeit II 2, p. 407.

B–3000 Leuven Willy CLARYSSE

Afdeling Oude Geschiedenis
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